
Wine


#1 - 2015 Campogiovanni ‘Il Quercione’ 
Brunello Riserva  
 100% Sangiovese 
 Brunello di Montalcino DOCG  
  Riserva 
 Drink: 2023 - 2050 

#2 - 2016 Fontanafredda Barolo del  
 Comune di Monforte d’Alba 
 100% Nebbiolo

Barolo DOCG 
 Drink: 2022 - 2050 

#3 - 2016 Bertinga ‘di Bertinga’   
 50% Sangiovese, 50% Merlot 
 Toscana IGT 
 Drink: now - 2040 
  

#4 - 2017 Maculan ‘Fratta’  
 80% Cab. Sauvignon, 20% Merlot 
 Veneto IGT 
 Drink: now-2026 

#5 - 2019 Le Macchiole ‘Paleo’ Bianco  
 80% Chardonnay, 20% Sauv. Blanc 
 Toscana IGT 
 Drink now-2030 
   

Description


#1 - Produced only in the most exceptional growing years, this Riserva is considered 
to be the finest expression of the Campogiovanni terroir. Carefully selected clusters 
of Sangiovese grosso yield a wine that effortlessly marries together depth, elegance 
and authenticity of style. A penetrating bouquet of mature wild berries, spices, cocoa 
and leather. Full, warm, austere flavour with sweet and succulent tannins. 

#2 - The colour is garnet-red with ruby highlights that take on a slightly orange tone 
over time. It has a clear-cut, intense nose with overtones of ripe red fruit, spices, 
withered roses and underbrush. The taste is dry, but soft, full-bodied, velvety and 
well balanced, and is very long-lasting. Ideal with big red meat dishes and medium 
or mature cheeses, it can also make for pleasant after-dinner company.

#3 - Bertinga is the flagship wine of the company whose name it bears. It is the 
"grand vin" of the estate with less than 15,000 bottles that best embody the 
peculiarities of the territory. A full-bodied and structured wine with a dense and 
important tannic texture. The sip is taut, beautiful opening in the centre of the 
mouth and a finish of great freshness and persistence. Pair with red meat or roasts. 

#4 - For three generations the Maculan family has been vinifying the best grapes in 
Breganze, an enchanting village at the foot of the Alps in the Veneto region. The 
wine carries intense aromas of red berries, blueberries and raspberries, along with 
notes of cocoa and coffee. Balanced, fine-grained tannins & full-bodied elegance. 

#5 - We waited five years to finally receive an allocation! The wine is produced in 
extremely small quantities, made with Chardonnay and a bit of Sauvignon Blanc. Its 
strong Mediterranean character boasts equal parts intensity, flavor, and depth. This 
is a wine that surprises, especially in terms of its ability to age. Enjoy this summer! 
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